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Dennison speech pushes foreign language education
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
The first time University of Montana
President George Dennison visited China,
he found himself in a conversation with a
native of the country. Problem was, he didn’t understand a word of it.
“He first tried speaking Russian … and I
just looked at him,” Dennison said.
The man then tried German, French and
Spanish before hitting on English.

“He said, ‘Oh, you’re an American,’”
Dennison said. “He was perfectly willing
to talk in any of those languages, and I barely recognized what languages they were.”
Such is the state of foreign language education in America, he said.
The anecdote concluded a presentation
Dennison gave to a crowd of about 40
Wednesday evening in the Dell Brown
Room of Turner Hall. The event, sponsored
by the Office of International Programs,
was part of UM’s International Week,

which concludes Friday.
Dennison spoke about a summit he’d
attended in Washington, D.C., in early
January. Dennison, along with about 120
other university presidents and chancellors
from across the country, heard speeches on
foreign language education by President
Bush, Ambassador Karen Hughes and
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice,
among others. The summit was by invitation only.
The focus of the summit was the impor-

tance of education in foreign language, in
particular what Dennison called “critical
languages.” Critical languages are those
which are important to the U.S., but in
which relatively few Americans are competent, he said. Some languages in that category are Chinese, Arabic, Hindi, Urdu and
Farsi.
There is a dearth of Americans fluent in
these languages in part because their study
has not been encouraged in the school sys-

See DENNISON, Page 7

ASUM condemns
spending cap

Lepr econdom
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Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

Freshman Paige Browning, a care representative from the Health Enhancement Center, holds a cauldron full of condoms as a student walks by and grabs one in the
UC Tuesday afternoon. “We are prepping for St. Patty’s Day,” Browning said.

ASUM unanimously passed resolutions
opposing a state constitutional initiative that
could lead to higher tuition and condemning violence in Missoula on Wednesday night.
CI-97 could hike tuitions at Montana universities by adding a state government spending-cap
amendment to the Montana Constitution.
“Tuition is too damn high,” business manager
Vinnie Pavlish said. “I think the administration
will oppose this and this is where we need students to step (up) and say not only is state funding too low, but we need more.”
Pavlish added that the individuals who support
the initiative have their own agenda attached.
“These guys are ridiculously into limiting government at any cost,” he said, “so much that they
would eliminate it altogether.”
Senator Josh Buchman said, “As college students, the government affects our lives everyday
and most of us need the government funding to
even go to school. We need the government’s
help to avoid privatization and keep this university here, and we need to do everything we can

See ASUM, Page 7

UM student reported missing Tuesday, last seen Saturday
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Police are searching for a
University of Montana student
who was reported missing early
Tuesday morning, said Detective
Greg Jacobson with the Missoula
Police Department.
Clara Ludwig, 19, was last seen
by her parents Saturday evening at
her apartment near the University,
and by friends later that night.
Ludwig did not show up for her
job at Bernice’s Bakery Sunday
evening, or for a job on campus
Monday. She has not been to
classes all week.
A friend of Ludwig’s became
concerned and contacted police
Monday afternoon, and police
called
Ludwig’s
parents.
Ludwig’s mother formally reported her missing just after midnight,
Jacobson said.

Although Ludwig, a freshman
from Columbia Falls, is the registered occupant of a Duniway Hall
dorm room, she actually resided in
an apartment off-campus, police
said. Ludwig was last seen with
her ex-roommate from that apartment, UM student Michael
McFadden, Jacobson said.
Police are also looking for
McFadden, though he has not
been officially reported missing.
McFadden, 19, is a music major
and a native of Helena.
Ludwig may have planned to be
away from home, as it appears
some of her clothes and toiletries
are missing from the apartment.
Also missing is Ludwig’s skateboard – her primary mode of
transportation.
Police do not suspect foul play.
“They may not even know
we’re looking for them,” Jacobson
said. “We’ve got some very con-

cerned parents, and we want to
find them for (the parents’) sake.”
Neither student owns a car, nor
do police know of anyone loaning
them one.
“We’re just stumped,” said
Mary Camuso, Ludwig’s mother.
“We’re stumped and we’re hoping
somebody might know something.”
Ludwig takes school and work
seriously, Camuso said, and her
disappearance is unusual.
Ludwig had been an extremely
reliable employee in her two
months at Bernice’s Bakery, said
supervisor Christine Littig.
It was unclear whether Ludwig
had been at work Saturday, as her
job is to clean the bakery, and she
has limited contact with other
employees, Littig said.
One
employee said he’d seen Ludwig
there Saturday night, but she did
not clock in or out that day.

w w w. k a i m i n . o r g

“She does good in school,”
Camuso said. “She has jobs and
she does them well, too. We’re
very concerned that she would just
leave without notifying anybody.”
Anyone with information

regarding the whereabouts of
Ludwig or McFadden should contact
the
Missoula
Police
Department at 258-4777.

Clara Celeste Ludwig
UM Freshman General
Studies, age 19
5’8”, 120 lbs.
Brown hair, brown eyes
May be riding a
long-board
May be with 19-yearold Michael McFadden
Contact the Missoula
Police Department with
any information
258-4777
Photo courtesy of Mary Camuso

Clara Celeste Ludwig
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From the high horse

Forget Bracketology: Welcome to Societology

CHRISTOPHER LILLY
FOR THE KAIMIN
If it’s March, then it must be
NCAA tournament time. Office
pools have been filled, Vegas oddsmaker are working 16-hour days
and the media is looking tirelessly
for the next Cinderella- story
team to ignite the dreams of
countless underdogs. However
sweet these stories may be, I’ll
tell you this — no school over a
six seed is going to the Final Four
in Indianapolis — that’s just how
NCAA Bracketology goes. So
where should you look for inspiration? Why, Societology, of
course!
Writer’s Note: The 12th seeded
Grizzlies play the 5th seeded
Nevada Wolf Pack at 1:10 today
on CBS. Join me at the Pressbox.
– Christopher Lilly is a senior
majoring in Spanish.

Editorial
Illinois U. hypocr itical in f ir ing edit or
It appears that the basketball
team isn’t the only thing associated with the University of Illinois
that will be making an early exit
in March.
On Tuesday, UI’s student-run
newspaper decided to fire its editor over his decision to publish
cartoons
of
the
Prophet
Muhammad.
This is the second controversial
issue this year in Illinois involving student-run publications. In
late February, the U.S. Supreme
Court refused to hear a case
regarding the administrative-conducted censorship of the student
newspaper at Governors State
University.
There are many sides to debate

on this issue as to whether former
Daily Illini editor Acton H.
Gorton should have authorized
the publication of the cartoons.
The cartoons undoubtedly are
very offensive to a dominant religion and have already sparked
riots overseas. On the other hand,
Gorton was simply doing his job
and providing information to the
public while exercising his free
speech right, a right that is a fundamental virtue that we as
Americans base our lives on.
However, lost in this controversy is the hypocrisy that UI is
showing with Gorton’s dismissal.
For those of you aloof to the
collegiate athletic circle, UI’s athletic nickname is the Fighting

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
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Illini. That nickname was one of
18 school nicknames banned by
the NCAA last year for its insensitivity toward American Indians.
The NCAA governing body considered these names, some of
which included the Florida State
Seminoles, Central Michigan
Chippewas and Bradley Braves,
to be “hostile” and “abusive.”
Illinois filed and won an appeal
to keep the Fighting Illini
moniker, although its mascot,
Chief Illiniwek, is still under
review.
A lot of the alumni from these
schools under scrutiny argue that
the nicknames represent a tradition of both the school and the
community, and thus shouldn’t be
considered offensive. It’s hard to
buy the whole “tradition” reasoning because even if the Illini tribe
has a rich tradition in Illinois, the
nickname was obviously offen-
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sive to enough people, or else the
NCAA wouldn’t have originally
banned it. African-Americans
have a rich history in the South,
but you don’t see a traditionally
African-American college like
Tuskegee nicknamed the Negroes
or the Blacks.
The question here is why does
UI deem it appropriate to glorify
a nickname that some have felt
was inappropriate to American
Indians, but fire someone for
publishing something offensive
to Muslims?
If you are going to approve
nicknames that may offend one
demographic, then don’t condemn a student for exercising his
rights to offend another.
Pick one or the other.
— Danny Davis
sports edtior
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we
find a factual error we will correct it.

Comic submission by:
Bill Muhlstein, Pre-Journalism
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Departments swap space Harvester holds high hopes for hay
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
The School of Journalism may
be moving to a new building next
year, but the current Journalism
Building won’t stay vacant, officials say.
After the School of Journalism
begins to move into Don
Anderson Hall in 2007, the
College
of
Forestry
and
Conservation, the College of Arts
and Sciences and the Computer
Science department will start to
move into the 70-year-old building, said Brad Evanger of
Facilities Services.
In addition to the academic
departments, the Registrar’s
Office will obtain Room 210 —
currently
the
School
of
Journalism’s library — for use as
a classroom, Evanger said.
The Kaimin could not confirm
whether these plans had been confirmed by the President’s Office.
The forestry school will move
into two rooms in the basement of
the Journalism Building, Evanger
said. He called the move “a good
use of space without a large
expense.”
James Burchfield, associate
dean of the forestry school, said
he was very excited when he
learned that the extra space would
be available to the college.
“We’re delighted,” Burchfield
said. “We’re always so cramped
on space.”
Burchfield said the forestry
school plans to use some of the

space in the Journalism Building
for computer labs. Many students
have expressed a necessity for
more computer lab space, he said.
The entire Computer Science
department will move into the
Journalism Building’s second
floor from the Social Sciences
building, Evanger said. Personnel
from the Geography and
Anthropology Departments will
take over the current Computer
Science offices, he said.
Robyn Berg at the Computer
Science Department expressed
cautious optimism about the
move. While the department is
pleased to have the new space, she
said the Journalism Building’s air
conditioning would need to be
updated in order keep the department’s computers cool.
“We’re kind of hesitant about
moving equipment,” Berg said.
“Still, the department is really
positive about the move.”
Space on the Journalism
Building’s third floor will mostly
go the College of Arts and
Sciences for graduate student
offices, Evanger said. If the
Computer Science Department
needs more space, it may use
some rooms on the third floor, he
said.
The School of Journalism will
begin to move into Don Anderson
Hall in the spring of 2007, journalism Dean Jerry Brown said.
Classes may be held in the new
building as early as the summer
semester of that year, Brown said,
and the move should be completed by fall 2007.

CHANDRA JOHNSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
Some Montana farmers wish for
rain. Marvin Gulick just wants the
2,000 tons of hay behind his house
to disappear.
Gulick, a commercial hay
farmer in Fairfield, is evolving his
way of life and his business by
converting his hay crop into pellets that can be burned as fuel. For
Gulick and many other farmers in
the state, the hay market has
become a game of survival.
“The population of this state is
letting agriculture be destroyed
and it’s a crime,” said Gulick.
“Our hay prices are so low we
can’t afford to raise hay.”
Gulick blames his misfortune
on a number of problems that he
says are prevalent in agriculture
throughout the U.S., including the
price of natural gas. Gulick, who
also runs a fertilizer business,
depends on natural gas to make
fertilizer. High prices have Gulick
following the trend of buying
resources out of the country.
“We’ve been buying (natural
gas) from Kuwait,” Gulick said.
Gulick said his pellets could be
the answer to high natural gas
prices in Montana. Gulick said he
especially would like to use the
pellets to heat schools after meeting a member of a school board in
Michigan.
“They’re so fed up with natural
gas prices [in Michigan], they’ve
contracted a corn-burning furnace
for $10,000,” Gulick said. “If we
would just heat buildings in
Montana with the grass they’re
practically giving away on the
CRP land instead of natural gas,
we might all be better off.”

While Gulick says any standard
coal-burning furnace would burn
his pellets, it’s not so simple for
everyone to switch back from natural gas.
“The natural gas rate has doubled in the past three to four
years,” said Laura Howe, the
assistant director for utilities and
engineering at UM Facilities
Services. “If we had a wood-fire
boiler, it’d be more straightforward, depending on air-quality
issues.”
According to Howe’s numbers,
UM spent a total of $85 million in
the last fiscal year to heat the
entire campus, excluding family
housing. To revert back to boilers
capable of burning Gulick’s pellets, it would cost in the neighborhood of $1.2 million for a boiler
one-fifth the size of the three
needed to keep UM heated.
Even so, Gulick says there are
plenty of schools with old furnaces they could use to cut heating
costs with his pellets. He plans to
propose a plan to a middle school
in Geyser and says he has orders
from Pennsylvania totaling more
than $200 a ton.
“If it’s cheaper, people will put
up with a little more inconvenience, like emptying ash they can
use for fertilizer,” Gulick said.
Gulick makes the pellets with
mills in the same process as wood
pellets. The hay is ground, then
put into the mill where it is pushed
through a series of tubes until it is
compressed into pellets. Gulick
plans to market the pellets both as
a fuel and as feed for livestock.
The Department of Agriculture
gave Gulick a loan and grant,
totaling $50,000, to develop the
pellets.

“It sounds like a lot of money,
but it doesn’t go very far,” Gulick
said. “We’ll be in over $100,000
just to get started.”
When asked if redevelopment is
something contemporary farmers
are being forced into, his response
was simple.
“This farmer’s being forced into
it,” he said.
Gulick said the biggest problem
is the Department of Agriculture’s
Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP). CRP is a voluntary program designed by the federal government to conserve resources and
wildlife on land that could otherwise be farmed. The government
then pays the farmers with CRP
land not to farm it for conservation purposes.
Gulick says CRP land can make
a serious dent in business.
“All the sudden, there’s 500,000
more acres of hay on the market,”
Gulick said.
That
figure
is
correct.
According to the National
Agricultural Statistics Service
Web site, hay acreage in Montana
rose from 2.5 million acres in
2004 to 3 million in 2005.
Mark Person, director of the
Farm Service Agency for Cascade
County, confirmed Gulick’s experiences. Under provisions in the
program, Person said that farmers
with CRP land could claim a disaster designation for the land that
allows the CRP holder to hay and
graze the land.
“If I were in [Gulick’s] shoes,
I’d feel the same way,” Person
said. “But it’s also beneficial to
the stand and the wildlife to
remove old plant material and
help rejuvenate the stand.”
In Gulick’s world, that’s small
consolation. Five children later
and 30 years farming on his own,
Gulick says this issue is about far
more than land.
“Communities are drying up,”
Gulick said. “You won’t find a
rancher who won’t admit he can’t
raise hay as cheap as he can buy it,
and when that happens something’s wrong. This isn’t doing the
state any good at all.”
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Reformed rancher advocates veganism
MURPHY WOODHOUSE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Howard Lyman is an unlikely advocate of
veganism. The fourth-generation Montana
cattle rancher spent 45 years of years of his
life raising everything from chicken to veal
before making the lifestyle change.
“There’s nobody here that has eaten more
meat or ice cream than I have,” he said in
his Good Health Whole Food Group sponsored speech at the UC Wednesday night.
Lyman, who sold his cattle ranch in 1983,
now tours the country promoting veganism.
“Eleven months out of the year, I’m on the
road,” he said.
According to Lyman, his old eating habits

weren’t without consequences. “I was well
over 300 punds,” he said. Citing high blood
pressure and high cholesterol, Lyman said
he started considering alternatives.
“I became a closet vegetarian,” he said.
Vegetarianism lead to veganism, “I lost
130 pounds as a vegan,” he said.
Lyman disagrees with many critics who
say that veganism is an unnatural diet.
“Your body was designed to run on carbohydrates,” he said. “The less animal product
in the diet, the healthier the body.”
Lyman blames meat-heavy diets for
many of the health problems facing the
world today. Osteoporosis is one problem
exacerbated by the excessive consumption
of
meat,
according
to
Lyman.
“[Osteoporosis]
doesn’t come
from a lack of
calcium;
it
comes from too
much protein in
the diet,” he
said.
Lyman said,
the vegan diet he
advocates has
changed
the
lives of many
people for better.
Lyman said that
a friend of his
had been diagnosed
with
rheumatoid
arthritis and was
told that she
would need a
wheelchair for
the rest of her
life. Instead of
buying a wheelchair,
the

woman instead switched to a
vegan diet, according to Lyman.
“Today she’s out running
marathons,” Lyman said.
Aside from diet issues,
Lyman also touched on mad
cow disease. Lyman said that
mad cow disease should still be
of great concern to Americans.
“Every mature animal that
goes to slaughter is tested for
[mad cow] in Europe and Japan.
In the United States we’re testing 1/10 of 1 percent,” he said.
“We have a sham going on.”
Lyman said that many deaths
attributed to Alzheimer’s disease might actually have been
due
to
Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease (CJD), a brain-wasting
disease potentially caused by
eating beef contaminated with
mad cow disease. Citing several
studies, Lyman claimed that as
many as 10 percent of people
thought to have died of
Alzheimer’s might actually
have died of CJD.
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
“This is one of the most hor- Howard Lyman speaks about the harmful effects chemical-based farming has on
rible ways to die. When are we the environment and the people who consume the crops and the animals raised
going to wake up?” he asked.
on the farms. Lyman, a former farmer actively involved in animal production,
However, the danger posed became a lobbyist supporting organic farming after suffering from a tumor on his
by mad cow disease pales in spine. Lyman also became a vegan, co-authored the book “Mad Cowboy” and
comparison to the threat posed became president of EarthSave.
by Avian flu, Lyman said.
“We’re on the cusp of what
could be the greatest pandemic that we’ve now,” he said.
ever seen,” he said.
“The number of people we have in this
“We have the potential to see 150 million audience tonight can change this communiAmericans dead. It will kill 50 percent of ty,” he said. “You don’t have to do what I
the people it infects,” he said.
do, but you gotta do something because we
Despite the many problems he sees in the have to live on this planet.”
world, Lyman remains positive. “I have
never been more optimistic than I am right

M o n ta n a
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Pr of: Af ter t hr ee y ear s, opinions have c hanged on Ir aq
SEAN BRESLIN
MONTANA KAIMIN
The United States is beginning
to see broad support for some sort
of withdrawal from Iraq due to the
mounting violence in that country,
a University of Montana professor
said Wednesday night.
Karen Adams, an associate professor of political science, took
part in a forum held by the
Jeanette Rankin Peace Center as
part of a week-long recognition of
the three-year anniversary of the
Iraq War. She spoke to a crowd of
roughly 25 people about the
mounting dissatisfaction with the
war and fielded questions from the
audience about what the U.S. government should do about the situation there.
“Now, even among those who
supported the war, we’re starting
to see talk about how we’re going
to leave Iraq,” Adams said. She
cited Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., a
firm military advocate, and his
recent call for a timetable for
troop withdrawal from Iraq.
Adams addressed questions
about the insurgency against U.S.
forces, the growing sectarian violence between Sunni and Shiite
Muslims, the plans for permanent
U.S. military bases in Iraq and the
financial and human costs of the

war.
“We need to figure out if we do
more harm by being there…or if
we’re helping over there,” Adams
said.
When asked if U.S. presence
has helped incite sectarian violence in Iraq, Adams said anger
between Shiites and Sunnis has
always been present. However,
U.S. presence has probably
increased the anger of Sunnis
against the United States, she said.
“Had we not de-Baathified, we
probably wouldn’t have had as
much of an insurgency,” Adam’s
said, referring to the U.S. policy
of banning top members of
Saddam Hussein’s ruling Baath
party from the new Iraqi government.
Many of Iraq’s problems stem
from its history as a British
colony, Adams said. She said the
British hoped to weaken local
peoples by lumping different ethnic and religious groups together,
thereby making it difficult for
Iraqis to unite. President Bush has
not taken the Middle East’s colonial history into consideration, she
said.
“President Bush going to learn
to play cricket is telegraphing to
the Pakistani people, ‘The British
Empire is back,’” Adams said,
referring to a picture of Bush
learning to play cricket on a recent

trip to Pakistan.
Although Adams offered few
viewpoints of her own, she
offered many statistics about the
Iraq War and its aftermath. She
urged people not to trust polls and
statistics at face value because
some data can be easily distorted.
UM student Seth Whitfield, 24,
attended the forum. He served in
Iraq for three months and in
Afghanistan for 15. He said the
military should teach more soldiers to speak Arabic rather than
teaching them to jump out of
planes.
“You don’t know if a guy’s saying ‘bomb’ or ‘my wife is pregnant,’” Whitfield said.
Whitfield, who did not support
the war, also said an immediate
U.S. troop withdrawal would
probably plunge Iraq into civil
war, which in turn could cause a
regional conflict in the Middle
East.
Although many came with
questions for Adams, she said the
situation remains complicated and
did not offer any specific solutions
to the Iraq War.
“Now we have to decide,”
Adams said, “can we fix it, do
Americans want to fix it, will it be
better if we fix it, or will it be better if we just go away?”

Amanda Determan/Montana Kaimin

Nearly three years since Operation Shock and Awe, associate professor of Political Science Karen
Adams speaks on the mounting and alarming cost of war in Iraq Wednesday in the North Underground
Lecture Hall.

Gay Mormon may be excommunicated from church
JENNIFER DOBNER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – A gay man
who is a lifetime member of the Mormon
church could be facing disciplinary action
and excommunication after legally marrying his partner in Canada.
Buckley Jeppson, 57, said he’s been

informed verbally by a senior church leader
that his life is incompatible with the doctrine of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints and that a disciplinary
council will address the matter.
Jeppson, of Washington, D.C., married
Mike Kessler in Toronto on Aug. 27, 2004.
It is believed that if Jeppson is excommunicated, it would be the first time a Mormon

in a legal, same-sex marriage was punished
by the church, said Olin Thomas, executive
director of Affirmation, an advocacy and
education group for gay Mormons.
Jeppson said that over the past five
months Nolan Archibald, the senior leader _
or president _ of a group of Mormon congregations in the Washington area, has
encouraged Jeppson to resign his church
membership, which would
avoid disciplinary action.
Jeppson is unwilling to
do that.
“It’s not going to be my
choice to deny my heritage
and my faith,” Jeppson
said in a telephone interview from his home.
Contacted by The
Associated
Press,
Archibald declined specific comment, saying he has
a sacred duty to keep matters involving church
members confidential. “I
would like to say, it’s a
total misrepresentation of
the conversation we had,”
Archibald said.
The Mormon church
only recognizes marriage

between a man and a woman, Salt Lake
City-based church spokeswoman Kim
Farah said. Where other forms of marriage
are legal, only those in heterosexual marriages could be members of the church, she
said.
Baptized church members promise to live
the principles of the Gospel, Farah said.
“If the person later decides to reject these
core principles, they have the right and freedom to do so,” she said. “However, they
cannot reasonably expect to reject the most
fundamental teachings of the church and
still wrap themselves in the cloak of church
membership. Of course, they would be welcome to continue to attend church services.”
In the Mormon church, disciplinary
action is taken when church leaders believe
a person’s behavior or actions are incompatible with church teachings and threaten to
damage the church.
In the past, members have been excommunicated for reasons ranging from criminal acts to scholarly works in history and
theology that contradicted church claims.
Excommunication means that a person is
removed from church rolls and can no
longer take the sacrament, teach or preach
in church or go inside church temples.
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DENNISON
Continued from Page 1
tem, he said. For example, less than 7 percent of college graduates in
foreign languages in the year 2000, and of the 2 million graduates that
year, only 17 earned degrees in Arabic, he said. New countries are
emerging as important players on the global stage, and our diplomatic
relations with those countries will be hamstrung if we don’t speak their
languages, Dennison said. To that end, those who attended the summit
learned about new initiatives to encourage the study of the critical languages.
The plans call for language education at all school levels, from
kindergarten to grad school, he said. In the 2007 fiscal year, the
Department of Education will dole out $57 million for programs across
the educational spectrum. For example, $5 million will go toward an
effort to place 1,000 new foreign language teachers in school by the end
of the decade. The government may also restructure Pell Grants to offer
incentives for the study of foreign languages at the college level, he
said.
“We need to start them early and keep them going,” Dennison said of
students.
Another topic at the summit dealt with the exchange of students and
scholars between the U.S. and other nations, Dennison said. Since Sept.
11, 2001, more American students have gone abroad, but it has been
much more difficult for foreign students and scholars to come to
America. In 2003, for the first time in 20 years, the number of foreign
students who came to America decreased. That means their contributions to the U.S., both economic and intellectual, decreased, too.
Though the number of international students went back up slightly in
2005, it is important that the U.S. works to bring in more, Dennison
said. One possibility discussed at the summit to make that happen was
a revision of visa laws, which would make it easier for foreign students
to study math and engineering in America – subjects too few American
students study, he said.
“A lot of U.S. students want to be athletes instead of engineers,”
Dennison said.
There was also a proposal discussed at the summit to provide $5,000
need-based scholarships for Americans to study abroad, he said.
The U.S. also need to work on unifying the curricula between schools
in this country and abroad.
“We used to say, ‘If you’re going to study abroad, you might as well
plan on taking an extra year, because you’re not going to get what you
need,’” he said.
Dennison also mentioned that it might be a good idea for UM to
require competency in a foreign language.
The ideas discussed at the summit are promising, and the programs
are off to a good start, but the real test will be in their implementation,
Dennison said.
“We need – all of us – to persevere because there is simply too much
at stake,” he said.

Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin

President George Dennison lectured about the importance of studying foreign languages Wednesday night in the Dell Brown Room in Turner Hall for an
International Week event. Dennison went to Washington, D.C. to meet with other university presidents and chancellors and President Bush in January to discuss the lack of students graduating with foreign language majors.

ASUM
Continued from Page 1
too keep things this way.”
Pavlish explained that legislatures have previously committed
to a certain amount of funding and
that this initiative would be putting a cap below the level of
money students would already be
receiving.
“Higher education is one of
those sponsorship commitments
that this state has made, even if
it’s a dismal 38 percent,” Pavlish
said.
ASUM vice president Leslie
Venetz said, “If this initiative
actually went through, it would be
absolutely devastating, folks.”
Student
Regent
Heather
O’Loughlin, a law student at UM,
will be bringing ASUM’s views
on the initiative before the other
student unions.
Senator Brent Epperson said,
“I’m very happy we passed this

resolution unanimously, but I’m
kind of confused because I know
some of you are in support of college privatization.”
“All I’m saying is thanks for
tucking your tails in between your
legs and making the right decision
on this tonight,” Epperson said.
Senator Trevor Hunter said,
“Our government needs to learn
some fiscal responsibility, but not
with a spending cap.”
Due to violent attacks in
Missoula in the past year and the
concerns of students, ASUM also
passed a resolution condemning
violence in all its forms against
individuals in the UM community
and beyond.
In other news, ASUM funded
three student groups.
ASUM funded Big Sky
Taekwondo’s full request of
$4,106.40 for 10 new mats for
three Health and Human
Performance classes and three
club uses. The mats are used for
martial arts clubs as well as
women’s self-defense courses.

The current mats at Schreiber
Gym are from the 1970s and, student Michael Cousins said,
“they’re more like a carpet.”
“The women we are teaching
self-defense to are having to make
soft throws to the mats instead of
the required harder throws in
training, and it’s more inefficient
like that,” Cousins said.
ASUM funded the group
Students for Choice with $238 to
bring a speaker to campus who
has spoken in “The Abortion
Dialogues”.
ASUM also funded the Japan
Club their full request for the second-annual United Japan Montana
Banquet. Tickets for this year’s
banquet are half the price of last
year’s event at $10.
After spending the entire day in
budgeting meetings, ASUM
dished out a big part of funding
for semester’s student groups.
Senator Kofi Abaidoo said,
“That was the longest day I’ve
ever had, but it was worth it.”
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back in time

Striations on Mount Jumbo are the reminders that long ago Missoula used to be a lake. Lines left on the mountain are from the gradual lowering of water levels that was once Glacial Lake Missoula.

STORY BY ALEX STRICKLAND/MONTANA KAIMIN
A walk up the M trail on a
cloudy winter day in Missoula is
more than a quick hike above the
clouds; it’s a glimpse far back in
time.
The same inversion that sometimes makes Missoula inhospitable for weeks at a time offers
people above the clouds a chance
to envision what the valley looked
like at a much less hospitable
time: the last ice age, when
Glacial Lake Missoula lapped at
the sides of Mount Sentinel just
above the M, forming an ancient
shoreline still visible today.
The tale of the ancient shorelines, along with that of the other
incredible signs of the lake and its
repeated floods, may soon be told
to a much wider audience.
The story of the path of the
great ice age floods, and the enormous area covered by the glacial
lake that caused them, took a
stride toward being told to the
world on Nov. 16, 2005 when the
U.S. Senate unanimously passed a
bill to create a National Geologic
Trail.
The bill, which must still pass in
the House of Representatives, is

the latest step in a process that
began more than 13,000 years
ago.
The trail, which would be managed within the National Parks
System, would be an auto route
from Garrison, 60 miles east of
Missoula,
through
Idaho,
Washington and Oregon to the
Pacific Ocean.
Larry Lambert, vice president
of the Ice Age Floods Institute and
president of the Glacial Lake
Missoula chapter of that organization, said that the trail would actually go some 70 or 100 miles out
to sea, where the ancient mouth of
the Columbia was located and
where the majority of sediment
from the floods was deposited.
Lambert said the NPS would be
responsible for “telling the story”
of the floods along the trail, and
compared the trail to the Lewis
and Clark Trail that loosely follows the explorers’ path across the
country with interpretive centers
along the way.
The first, and perhaps largest,
center would be in Missoula,
Lambert said.
The centers would be “funnel-

PHOTOS BY ELEENA FIKHMAN/MONTANA KAIMIN
ing places,” he said, allowing travelers to get information and then
go out and travel a portion of the
trail.
Missoula is a logical location
for the first major interpretive center because it sits in the middle of
Glacial Lake Missoula and in the
shadow of ancient shorelines on
the hills above town.
Between 13,000 and 18,000
years ago, the Cordilleran Ice
Sheet advanced down from
Canada to block the Clark Fork
River near today’s Lake Pend
d’Oreille. The resulting lake held
500 cubic miles of water and had a
depth of 2,000 feet. The lake filled
the Clark Fork, Missoula,
Bitterroot and Flathead valleys
with the backed-up waters of the
Clark Fork River.
Periodically during this ice age,
the ice dam would fail and the
ensuing flood would roar across
eastern Washington and through
the Columbia valley, shearing
mountainsides and scouring the
earth, carrying huge boulders and
nutrient-rich topsoil hundreds of
miles.
Floodwaters are thought to have

raced to the ocean at up to 60 mph,
emptying Glacial Lake Missoula
in as little as 48 hours.
As the ice sheet continued its
advance, this cycle occurred multiple times, each flood contributing to the area’s unique landscape
of 400-foot gravel bars, giant dry
waterfalls and the Columbia
Gorge.
The floods were only discovered, however, when geologist J.
Harlen Bretz published a paper in
1923 arguing that a catastrophic
event was responsible for the
unique features. His theories were
widely regarded as ridiculous until
the 1970s when new research in
hydrology vindicated his theory.
In 1979 he received the Penrose
Medal, the highest award of the
American Geological Society, for
his work.
Dave Alt, a professor emeritus
of geology at the University of
Montana, said the signs of the
floods and Glacial Lake Missoula
are all around. These include the
old shorelines crossing Mount
Sentinel above UM, boulders
strewn over the east side of
Missoula from when the lake

drained, the ragged south wall of
Hellgate Canyon and, perhaps
most hidden, the aquifer from
which Missoula draws its water
supply.
“It was the terrific currents out
of Hellgate Canyon that deposited
the Missoula aquifer,” Alt said.
The first time Glacial Lake
Missoula filled, its shore reached
an elevation of 4,250 feet, just
above the M on Mount Sentinel.
With each subsequent filling, the
shoreline was lower. Alt said the
Missoula valley filled with water
36 times during the last ice age.
Alt said he thinks the trail, and
more specifically, an interpretive
center in Missoula, is a good idea
because “a lot of people seem to
be interested, and interpretive center would be a focal point.”
For Alt, the interest in Glacial
Lake Missoula started in 1965.
“I got interested the first week I
got here,” he said. “If you walk
onto campus and you see those
shorelines on Mount Sentinel,
holy cow!”
Lambert said he believes an
interpretive center would act not
only as a destination tourism draw,
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A relief map showing where Glacial
Lake Missoula once
was sits at the
Montana Natural
History Center as
part of the Glacial
Lake Missoula
exhibit.

Bill would create 4-state auto route
with interpretive center based in Missoula

with people coming to Montana
just for the trail, but would also
lure travelers to stay an extra day
in Missoula instead of taking a trip
to Bozeman or Great Falls.
He also said he believes it
would push travelers through
places like Sanders County on
Highway 200 instead of traveling
primarily the I-90 corridor.
Lambert said the bill that was
passed by the Senate was not the
first attempt to establish a trail.
The first such bill was on the desk
at a Senate subcommittee in 2001,
only to be turned down later that
year.
This year the bill was initially
turned down by a Senate subcommittee, then accepted after revisions and brought before the
whole Senate, where it passed
unanimously.
“Everything is going as expected,” Lambert said, acknowledging
that the government process was
never anticipated to be speedy.
The trail received unanimous
support from the Senate, but it did
meet resistance from the group
that would be charged with
administering the trail.
Donald W. Murphy, the deputy
director of the National Parks
Service, testified before a Senate

committee in June saying that the
establishment of the trail would
divert resources away from the
maintenance backlog at existing
parks system sites.
Murphy testified that even
though the NPS conducted a study
in 2001 in which they recommended a trail such as the one
being proposed, he now suggested
that the bill be amended to provide
for expansion of an existing NPS
site in central Washington at the
Lake
Roosevelt
National
Recreation Area, which already
interprets the flood in smaller
degrees.
Grand Coulee Dam, which
forms Lake Roosevelt, was built
on the Grand Coulee, a feature
created by the floods.
The site already has a visitors’
center, which could be expanded
to interpret the floods without
having to create a new entity
inside the NPS, said Holly
Bundock, an information officer at
the NPS Pacific West regional
office.
Bundock said the maintenance
backlog that the NPS is prioritizing includes improving facilities,
roads, trails and visitors services
at many of the 338 NPS installations nationwide.

Murphy
suggested
that
Montana, Idaho, Washington and
Oregon could work together on
the state level or through tourism
bureaus in each state to establish a
cohesive interpretation, and
specifically mentioned the Ice Age
Floods Institute as a major player
in that development.
“It’s kind of disheartening in a
way,” said Norm Smyers, a retired

“If you walk onto campus
and you see those shorelines on Mount Sentinel,
holy cow!”

–Dave Alt,
professor emeritus of geology
at UM
geologist with the Lolo and Custer
National Forests and a founding
member of the Ice Age Floods
Institute.
Smyers said he understood the
Parks Service’s stance because of
budget issues.
“I think they did what they think
they have to do,” he said.

The institute will also function
as a communicator once a trail is
established, he said.
The whole idea of the geologic
trail has always been a four-state
thing, Smyers said, and once the
trail begins to take shape, the institute will help all four states communicate so things run smoothly.
While an interpretive center in
Missoula is still in the concept
phase, a location has pretty well
been settled, he said.
Smyers envisions a visitors’
center in the McCormick Park
area near the Montana Natural
History Center and the Ice Age
Floods Institute headquarters.
One of the key things Smyers
said the group liked about the area
was the large parking lot next to
the baseball fields that is mostly
empty during the day and close to
downtown.
“People come to Missoula and
there’s no place to park, especially
with RVs,” he said. “Once you’ve
parked, you go downtown and
spend money. It’s an economic
stimulus.”
Smyers said there was plenty of
support for the visitors’ center, and
the trail in general. One of the
biggest supporters has been Sen.
Conrad Burns, R-Mont., he said.

The bill that is waiting to pass in
the House has no money attached
to it, Smyers said, and the reason
for that is so it will pass more easily.
Furthermore, according to
Smyers, “Senator Burns is one of
the best pork renders there is.”
He said he thinks, once
approved, that “2 or 3 million”
could be appropriated for
Missoula to develop a center,
along with cooperation from other
agencies like the Highway
Department and Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Parks.
Smyers said there are plenty of
other visitors’ centers along the
trail that already exist at places
across Washington and at The
Dalles, Ore., and would only need
to be updated to more fully interpret the flood.
“But Missoula has nothing at
this point in time,” he said.
Smyers said that nothing now
doesn’t mean nothing in the
future. He believes the story is one
that needs to be told, and one that
is already known in these parts.
“The local community is very
committed,” Smyers said. “I have
never met a fourth-grader on up
who doesn’t know this story.”

Second-year grad studen,
Jose Garcia has been working on a painting depicting
the three stages of Glacial
Lake Missoula since shortly
before winter break. The
three stages are the lake
itself, the rush of water once
the glacier melted and the
aftermath. Garcia hopes to
finish the painting by April.
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Griz to kick off tourney against Nevada Wolf Pack
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN
Let the Madness begin.
After more than four-and-a-half months
of grinding it out during the regular season
and conference tournament, the University
of Montana men’s basketball team is finally
getting its chance to play in the NCAA tournament.
“It’s the best time of year,” said UM
sophomore forward Andrew Strait. “This is
what you wait for all season and what you
work for.”
The 12th-seeded Griz will take on the
fifth-seeded University of Nevada in the
first round of the tournament. Tip-off is at
1:10 p.m. in Salt Lake City at the Huntsman
Center.
The Wolf Pack won the Western Athletic
Conference and boast a 27-5 overall record.
Nevada was ranked 20th in The Associated
Press poll and 21st in the coaches’ poll at
season’s end.
“It’s pretty easy to see why they’re a top
25 team,” said UM head coach Larry
Krystkowiak. “They are a big, athletic,
strong team that does it all.”
Every player on the Nevada roster stands

taller than 6 feet. The Wolf Pack sport two
7-footers, but their workhorse stands just a
hair under that at 6 feet 11 inches tall.
Junior forward Nick Fazekas leads
Nevada in scoring and rebounding with
more than 21 points and 10 rebounds a
game. Fazekas was named the WAC player
of the year for the second straight season.
“He’s a great player,” Strait said. “He’s
got a nice midrange game and he can score
under the hoop, so he’s tough.”
Fazekas has that rare touch that few big
men possess. He was third on the team in 3pointers and shot better than 30 percent
from behind the arc.
“He’s long, really versatile inside and
out,” Krystkowiak said. “It’s easy to see
why he’s a two-time WAC player of the
year. There’s not much you can say about
him that hasn’t already been said.”
Strait and freshman forward Jordan
Hasquet will get the opportunity of trying to
stop Fazekas, who is one of 22 student-athletes up for the Wooden Award, given annually to the nation’s top collegiate basketball
player.
“We’re just going to be physical,” Strait
said. “He doesn’t like to get bumped a lot.
He’s about 230 (pounds). He’s pretty frail

MSU hoops coach
retires after 16 years
ASSOCIATED PRESS
BOZEMAN (AP) – Most of
Montana State’s men’s basketball
players were surprised at coach
Mick Durham’s retirement this
week, but they understand his
decision in the face of increasing
criticism about the team’s record.
And two key recruits said they
still plan to come to MSU.
“Obviously, nothing coming
back to him was positive,” said
forward Carson Durr. “He was
stressed out to the max.”
Nick Dissly, a junior shooting
guard from Bozeman, said the
announcement was tough to deal
with since the team is scattered
during spring break.
“I don’t know where the program is going. I have no idea who
they’ll bring in as a replacement,
and I’m just concentrating on
school right now,” Dissly said.
MSU’s recruits, who were
called by Durham before he made
the announcement, said they still

planned to play for the Bobcats.
“I planned on playing for Coach
Durham,” said Cory Davis of
West Salem High School in
Oregon. “But I’m just going to go
with the flow. I signed for the
school and the coach.”
Travis Derochowski, a 6-foot-9
post from McMinnville, Ore., said
Durham’s retirement won’t
change his plans.
“I was looking forward to playing for him,” Derochowski said.
“It does affect me a little bit. But
it’s going to be good. I don’t know
what kind of coach is coming in,
but I like new challenges.”
Point guard Casey Durham, the
coach’s son, hasn’t commented
publicly. He has two years of eligibility remaining.
“I don’t know what Casey’s
going to do,” Mick Durham said
Monday. “But if he decides to stay
here, we’re going to support him,
and I’ll enjoy the heck out of
watching him play.”

so me and Jordan got a little bit more size
on us than he does. We’re also about 3 inches shorter, so it could go either way.”
The Wolf Pack come into the game on a
14-game winning streak, including an overtime win in the WAC tournament championship over Utah State, who will also be in
the Big Dance.
The Griz head into the tournament having
won seven of their last eight games, including a 73-60 win in the Big Sky Conference
tournament championship over regular-season champ Northern Arizona on March 8 in
Flagstaff, Ariz.
The Griz have been led most of the year
by Strait and senior guard Kevin Criswell,
who are 1-2 in scoring on the team, respectively, both averaging more than 16 points a
game.
However, Strait and Criswell combined
for only 10 points in the conference championship but UM senior guard Virgil
Matthews stepped up to score a game-high
21 points en route to being named the conference tournament MVP.
Matthews said last year’s experience in
the NCAA tournament, in which the 16seeded Griz lost to the one-seeded
University of Washington Huskies 88-77,

was an experience that could be valuable
for some team members.
“With so many of us being there last year,
I think it will help us to not get down early
real big,” Matthews said.
Strait said the attitude on the team has
changed as well compared to last year.
“It’s completely different this year,”
Strait said. “Last year we were just really
excited about being there and getting the
opportunity. But this year we got a higher
seed and we are really excited. I think we
got an opportunity to make some noise.”
Matthews and Criswell combined for 21
points in last year’s tournament loss against
the Huskies. Sophomore guard Matt Martin
scored 15 points as a starter in that game,
but he will more than likely come off the
bench in this year’s game against the Wolf
Pack.
With everything coming down to the bottom line of “lose and you’re out,” the pressure could be building for the Griz, but
that’s not how junior guard Bryan Ellis sees
it.
“We are the underdogs,” he said. “We
don’t have pressure on us. All we got to do
is go in there and play Montana basketball
and everything should work out fine.”
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Women’s hockey team big on heart, short on cash

After moving up a skill bracket, UM club team faces tougher competition head on
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Elbows jab, hockey sticks duel,
ice flies and there just might even
be a punch thrown every once in a
while.
That’s right, the University of
Montana women’s hockey team is
gliding through its 2006 season
with lots of new faces and a competitive drive that has helped the
team place in all of the tournaments they have played in so far
this year.
“Everyone seems like they really have the heart to play,” said
senior right wing Erika Swanger.
“If we’re a couple people short,
we always have a couple people
that are willing to step up.”
The UM women’s hockey team
scheduled five tournaments for the
semester, three of which the team
has already competed in.
Even though the women
approach each game with intensity, they’ve been encountering a
few difficulties on the team.
“It’s a little trying this semester
trying to get people to show up,”
UM head coach Ryan Swengik
said. “There hasn’t been quite as
high participation, but as far as
their play goes, they’re getting
better every time.”
Swengik said that the team lost
girls both last semester and this
one for various reasons.
“Our problem is that we don’t
have a lot of people that can travel,” Swanger said.
Despite the troubles the
women’s hockey team has faced,
Swanger said the team has already
improved a great deal.
“I think we’ve got a ton of drive
as a team,” Swanger said. “I think
if everyone really works hard we
can be a really competitive team
together.”
Swengik agrees that his team
has progressed more this semester
than the last.
“Our record doesn’t really show
it right now, but we’re getting a lot
more competitive with the teams
we’re playing,” he said.
Swengik said the women’s
hockey team is still in the growing
process, but that they’re getting
better with each game.
Two weekends ago, with only
seven players competing out of a
roster of 20, the team took fourth

place in a large tournament at
McCall, Idaho. So far this semester the women have also taken
third place in two of the three
tournaments they have competed
in.
The team has moved up from a
level C skill bracket to a B skill
bracket, making the competition
more ruthless.
“Our team’s skill level has
improved a bracket so we’re competing at a higher level this year,
which is different from last year,”
Swanger said.
Swanger said that the switch
was a big deal for the team.
“It’s more competitive, like if
we skate against a harder team,
then we have to skate harder,” she
said.
Even with the exhausting competition the team faces this semester, their improvement has
impressed some of the older players.
“I think one of our strengths is
that we had a lot of girls that had
never played before, but they were
willing to come to practice and to
learn how to play,” junior defender Beth Rensvold said. “They’ve
just improved so much and I’m
just so proud of everybody. You
can hardly tell that they’re beginning skaters.”
A main focus of the team this
semester is raising more money so
that more players can join the
team and travel with them.
“We’d like to try and work on
ways to generate more fundraising
so that the players have more of an
opportunity to get help so that
they don’t have to pay for everything out of their pocket,”
Rensvold said, adding that hockey
is an expensive sport to play.
One idea that Rensvold and the
team’s coaches thought up is a calendar featuring 12 of the team’s
players.
Rensvold said she got the idea

Photo courtesy of UM Women’s hockey team

Head coach Ryan Swengik preps the UM Women’s Hockey team before one of the three tournaments they participated in this season. The UM hockey team
will host a tournament at the Glacier Ice Rink April 14-16.

from another team they had seen
selling similar calendars at a tournament earlier in the year.
“We thought it was a really
good idea,” Rensvold said. “We
had talked to (the other team), and
I guess they made quite a bit of
money off of it, and so we decided
to try it.”
The team’s interest in the calendar was more than Rensvold could
have hoped for.
“I was a little nervous that no
one would volunteer for it, but I
had a lot of girls volunteer and it
turned out really well,” Rensvold
said.
Rensvold said that the calendar
should make an appearance in
about two weeks. The team will be
selling them individually, and the

calendars will also be for sale at
any of the hockey team’s home
games.
“Every picture has at least one
player and at least one piece of
hockey equipment in it,” Swanger

said. “It should be really cool.”
The UM women’s hockey team
will play their home tournament
April 14-16 at the Glacier Ice
Rink.
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LOST & FOUND

FOUND: I know who lost $ at Sparkle Laundry. See
Paul
FOUND: Sunglasses 3/9 in LA Building Call 543-3070 to
ID.

LOST: Black and Grey L.L Bean vest w/keys in pocket.
531-3377

LOST: A Sportline Podometer on river front trail east
of Higgins or on the M trail. Call Mary 546-1975
Lost: 2 medium sized plain tan spiral notebooks.
Notes for Research Methods/Psyc Stats and
Genteics/Chem call John at 544-6294

Lost; Digital Video Camera in Gray Case at
International Festival at UC on 3/12/06. Reward for
rerun of tapes-no question asked. Please call 406251-3505.

PERSONALS

Have you been chosen? Get an iPod from Curry Health
Center. Log on to your UMONTANA email to learn
more.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Medical Specialist. Must be a U.S. citizen. Age 17-34.
Good pay, excellent benefits, educational opportunities. Also eligible for the student loan repayment program of up to 65k. Call Sergeant First Class Teasdale
at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.
Helicopter Pilots wanted. No experience necessaryWill train. Good Pay, excellent benefits. Must be an
U.S. Citizen age 18-29. Also eligible for student loan
repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

Special Forces. Must be a U.S. Citizen age 18-29.
Good pay, excellent benefits, education opportunities. Enlistment bonuses of 12-14K available. Student
loan repayment of up to 65K. Call Sergeant First Class
Teasdale at (406) 207-2036. An Army of One.

k iosk

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

Help Wanted- Temporary summer positions for custodial staff and grounds crews May 15 through Aug 25.
M-F 7:30-4:00 Applications available at UM residence
Halls, Turner Hall Rm 101 or University Villages,
Elkhorn Court, Missoula, Application deadline April
11.
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Laundry Expert. Join a
great team of people working at a private seasonal
residence along the Rocky Mountain Front in a beautiful remote mountain setting. We are looking for an
energetic and meticulous worker with experience in
ironing and laundry. Housing provided. Call 406-4662462 and leave a message with your contact information.
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Housekeeping along the
Rocky Mountain Front. Private seasonal residence in
beautiful mountain setting. We are looking for an
energetic cleaner with high standards and great people skills to join a great team of employees. Housing
provided.
Email
Christina
at
cdelgado@toringward.com with inquires.

WHITE WATER RAFTING GUIDES WANTED: Position(s)
available with Wind River Canyon Whitewater,
Thermopolis Wyoming, Job duties include:
Professional guiding of commercial rafting trips in
class 3+ white water, preparing/cooking lunch on
river trips, managing equipment, assisting with transportation, and other assigned duties. Pay DOE. Some
training required for new employees. Cal WRCW at
(307) 864-9343 or e-mail trips@wyoming.com for
details or to apply.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER: RMEF, (www.rmef.org) a progressive non-profit conversation organization seeks a
Software Developer responsible for design, development, documentation and support of new and existing software solutions. Strong customer service and
database management skills required. Salary DOE.
Email cover letter and resume to jobs@rmef.org
Position open until filled.

Summer Jobs available. Earn $200 + per day. We
train. Weekend positions available now. Ask or Scott
721-3662
Missoula County Public Schools is recruiting for a
Head Volleyball coach @ Hellgate HS and (3)
Volleyball coaches at Washington MS. Job descriptions
are available at the Personnel Office. Complete and
Submit the extra-curricular application available at
he Personnel Office at 215 S. 6th St W or printable
from the District website. www.mcps.k12.mt.us EEO
Employer

TARGET is seeking Fast, Fun and Friendly team members to work on our early morning stocking team.
Must be available at 4 or 5am and willing to work a
flexible part-time work schedule. Shifts are approx. 4
hours/ 16-25 hours per week. Perfect for the college
student wanting extra cash and a work-out before
class! Apply today at 2420 North Reserve Street!
Target is an EOE.
Hiring male & female dancers ages 18-30 great pay!!
Dream Girls Entertainment #406-880-7294

Food For Thought is hiring front counter help. Apply
in person at 540 Daly.

YMCA SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS needed for sports
and day camp. SPORTS CAMP: Individuals who are fun,
outgoing, love to work with kids age 4-13 and have
basic sports knowledge in the areas of soccer, baseball, football, and basketball. DAY CAMP: Must posses
a genuine love for children and camping and have initiative, leadership skills, love for the outdoors and
patience combined with a sense of humor. Twelve
week commitment required. June 12-Sept 1. M-F
Apply at the YMCA 3000 S. Russell.
PUBLIC SPEAKING TUTOR- current univ. instructor
w/MA in comm studies. Help with all aspects of
speech. $15/hr; call 249-7672
Whitewater Raft Guides call Montana River Guides
273-4718, www.montanariverguides.com. Raft guide
school river rescue classes
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SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing…Call 243-4330
Professional Sewing and alterations. 549-7780.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fishing 251-6611
DOWNTOWN, CLEAN & GREEN! Newly renovated apts.
Energy efficient appliances, environmentally friendly
paint & flooring. Big, daylight windows. Controlledaccess gates. Studio, 1, &2 bdrm. Broadway Plaza
Apts. 541-7288.

MISCELLANEOUS

Wildland Fire Training Call 543-0013

Knuckleheads BBQ Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. 4
Breakfast under $3-15% Griz Card Discount Always!
Free WiFi. Open 7am Daily 450 W Broadway by St.
Pat's

DENT LOANS

New regulations from Congress mean in-school consolidation is going away July 1, 2006. Consolidation is
free and will save you thousands. Rates as low as
3.45%. Call Toll Free 1-866-416-6333 Or log on
www.AcademicFinancial.com

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD

FUN IN THE SUN ON WHITE FISH LAKE

The Lodge at Whitefish Lake marina is looking for
energetic people that love to be on the lake for this
coming summer. Catering to recreational boaters and
working in the marina store. Fax resume to 1-406863-4025 or e-mail resume to jennifer@lodgeatwhitefishlake.com

JAPANESE
JAPANESE MOVIE NIGHT

Japanese Student Association and Japan Club present
"Kamikaze Taxi" Thursday March 16th @ 7:00pm in the
UC Theater. Film is Free + open to the Public. Brought
to you courtesy of Media Blasters Inc.

Models wanted ASAP. For more info go to www.imagemodelsearch.com
GET PUBLISHED. Local Magazine needs poetry, stories. The Masthead, P.O. Box 17883 Msla, MT 59808,
mastheadmsla@hotmail.com

CONSOLIDATE
CONSOLIDATE YOUR STUSTU-
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